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1. Geometrical terms.

The following examples of two ellipses illustrate the meaning and clarify the differences between a

few geometrical terms used in this paper.

1.1. Parallel 2D figures.

The large (AB and ab) and the small (DE and de) axes of the two ellipses shown in Fig. la, are

respectively parallel. These ellipses are two parallel 2D figures, which lie either on the same plane

(coplanar) or at two parallel planes. They are not similar figures because:
(ab) (de)

D

E

Fig. la. Two "parallel" ellipses.

1.2. Similar 2D figures.

The axes of the ellipses shown in Fig. lb are proportional:
(AB) _ (DE)

(ab) (de)

(AB) (DE)
These two ellipses are "similar" figures with "ratio of similarity" —~~ -•—7.

(ab) (de)

They are not parallel because their large and small axes are not respectively parallel.
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Fig. Ih. Two "similar*1 ellipses

1.3. Homiotheta 2D figures.

In Greek, "homios" means similar and "thesis" means position.

The two ellipses of Fig. lc are "parallel" (AB and DE are parallel to ab and de, respectively).

(AB) (DE)
They are also "similar" because : --—- = - — .

(ab) (de)
Consequently, they are "homiotheta" with "center of homiothesis" the point S and "ratio of

(SQ (AB) (DE)
n o m i o t i i e s i s : /. = ~,~~~ ~ ~-—-~~ — .

(Sc) (ab) (de)

In the case of "homiotheta" figures, the "ratio of homiothesis", X, is of course equal to the

"ratio of similarity".

Fig. lc Two "homiotheta" (parallel and similar) ellipses.
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2. Historical review.

In 1957, at MTT, we had the idea to protect vital organs using rotating radiation absorbers. The

photon beam of a 2 MV "Van de Graaff' accelerator was horizontal and immobile, while the

patient and the absorber(s) were synchronously rotating, about two vertical axes, lying on the

same immobile plane with the source.

In this method of beam modulation by synchronous rotation of absorbers, only the

relative motion between the beam, the absorbers and the patient,counts. This relative

motion and the result are the same in both of the following cases:

Case (a) : The absorber(s) are rotating synchronously with the rotating vertical

patient (immobile, horizontal beam) as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Case (b) : The gravity oriented absorbers, remain parallel to themselves, rotating

with respect to the beam, which is emitted by the rotating about the patient source

(immobile, horizontal patient) as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

2.1. Spinal cord protection.

The above idea is applied for the case (a) of spinal cord protection shown in Figure 2 (horizontal

section). The cross-sections of the spinal cord, A, and of the lead protector, P, remain always

"homiotheta". Their center of "homiothesis" is the source S and their constant ratio of

"homiothesis" is (SC)/(SO), for all positions of rotation. Therefore, the protective "shade" of the

absorber, as casted by the beam, covers the spinal cord continuously. Any other point B of the

neck cross-section is protected during a portion of the irradiation time. That portion (protection

time) decreases with the distance of the point B from the center A (Fig. 15),

NECK CROSS SECTION

Fig. 2: Central section by the horizontal plane, which passes through the source & The cross-

sections of the spinal cord, A, and of the lead protector, P, rotate synchronously about the

centers C and 0, respectively, and they remain homiotheta, with center the source S,for all

values of angle ̂ (Reprinted from "RADTOLOGV \ Vol. 77, No. 4, October 1961).
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Fig. 3: Three dimensional drawing illustrating the principle of spinal cord protection by a lead

rod, which rotates synchronously with the patient (Reprinted from : " THE SURGICAL

CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA", June 1959, Vol. 39, No. 3)

The same arrangement is shown in the 3D sketch of Figure 3. If a Co-60 beam is used, a lead rod,

2 cm in diameter, reduces the dose to the spinal cord to less than half of the cord dose without

protection. This 50% reduction of the dose to the cord is sufficient and optimum for almost all

patients, who need spinal cord protection. Overprotection of the cord by a thicker or more dense

absorber will cause non uniformity of dose distribution to the tumor, if it is located near the cord.

Therefore, the spinal cord protection can be standardized by using for all patients a lead rod 2 cm

in diameter.

In the '60s the above idea of synchronous protection was applied in the usual case (b), using

gravity oriented absorbers. Now, the source is rotating about the immobile horizontal patient and

it describes a vertical circle, the center of which is called "isocenter" and it coincides with the

center of the tumour.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the gravity oriented device and the arrangement for the protection of the

spinal cord by the same lead rod. During the rotational irradiation, gravity keeps the lead rod

homiothetus to the spinal cord,with center of homothesis the source.

In Fig. 5, the axis (AO) of suspension of the device and the axis (CC) of rotation of the source S,

are always parallel. The source lies on the "principal plane" defined by those two parallel axes.

The front plate of the head of a Co-60 unit and the gravity oriented device are shown for four

positions of the source (Si, S2,S3 and S4). The holder AB of the lead rod always remains vertical

because of gravity.
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GDCollimator
E 3 Tumor
EUJSpinal Cord & its Protector

Fig. 4. The Co-60 source, the collimator and the gravity oriented spinal cord protector are

shown for seven positions of the source in the vertical cross-section. The protector is

homiothetus to the cord with center of homiothesis the source, for all positions of

rotation (Reprinted from RADIOLOGY, Vol. 87, No.5, November 1966).
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Fig. 5. Three dimensional drawing showing the head of the Co-60 unit, in a horizontal beam

position and the face plate with the gravity oriented device in four positions of rotation.

The protective "shade" of the lead rod is casted by the beam over the cord for all

positions of rotation (Reprinted from RADIOLOGY, Vol. 77 : 594, October 1961).
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0 5 10 15 20 25cm

Fig. 6. Protection of both eyes.

A. Device for protection of eyes by two gold spheres,

R Device for more effective eye protection by two cylinders parallel to. the central ray of
the beam.

C Cross section of the eye protection arrangement for a few positions of the rotating
source &

(Reprinted form RADIOLOGY, Vol. 81, No.2, August 1963.)
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2.2. Centra] tumors.
The same technic can be applied to aU cases of deep seated tomors, for any shape (convex and/or

concave) of the PTV (Planning Target Volume). E.g. the uterus and the parametria, having a

"butterfly" shaped cross-section, can be irradiated with simultaneous protection of the bladder and the

rectum, in the case of Ca of the cervix. This case will be treated in detail later on.

2.3. Eye protection.

In the case of the eyes, the two spheres shown in Figure 6A cannot be larger than 2 cm in diameter,
because they must not protect the tumour; especially if it is located near one or both eyes. For
maximum protection, the spherical protectors have to be made of maximum density material (gold or
platinum). Then the dose to the centre of each eye will be about 30% of its dose without protection.
This degree of eye protection is usually not adequate.

For this, the device shown in Figure 6B was invented. The protective cylinders can be made of a high

density (17 g/cm3) tungsten alloy or even better of gold (19 g/cm3) and they can be up to 4cm long

providing a beam attenuation equivalent to about seven "half value layers" for the Co-60 beam. The

arrangement is shown for eight positions of rotation in Figure 6C. During the rotational irradiation,

each cylinder is assigned to protect one eye and its axis remains parallel to the central ray of the beam.

The centre of each eye, the centre of the corresponding cylinder and the source are always in a straight

line.

Figure 7 shows the dose distribution for 2MV x-rays, in percent of the air dose at the axis of rotation, if

two gold cylinders 1,2 cm in diameter and 2,5 cm in length are used. The dose at the centre of each eye

is less than 10% of the dose at the surface of the PTV.

EYE DOSE _ 2 A 7 . .
TUMOR DOSE"3 5

0 1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 cm

Fig. 7. Distribution of dose corresponding to the arrangement of Figure 6C,for 2 MV X-rays.
The dose is in percent of the air dose at the "isocenter" C (Published in RADIOLOGY,
Vol. 77, No.4, October 1961).
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Fig. 8. Arc irradiation of an eccentric tumour of circular cross-section, using a gravity

oriented crescent filter. (Published in RADIOLOGY, Vol. 87, No. 5, November 1966).

CIRCULAR ECCENTRIC TARGET REGION
ARC 160' FIELD 8X8

CRESCtNT FILTER
GRAVITY ORIENTED

1

0 1 2 3 4 5cm

Fig. 9. Dose distribution in percent of maximum dose, obtained by the arrangement shown in

Fig. 8t with a Co-60 beam. Published in RADIOLOGY, VoL 87, No.5, Nov. 1966
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2.4. Eccentric tumors

Figure 8 shows a gravity oriented crescent filter for five positions or rotation. It modulates the intensity

of the beam in a 160° arc irradiation, to achieve: (a) uniform dose distribution in a circular and

eccentric PTV (Ca of bladder or rectum or larynx) and (b) uniform and relatively low dose on the skin.

The resulting dose distribution for a Co-60 beam is shown in Figure 9.

2.5. Field shaping

The idea of gravity oriented blocks can also be applied for shaping the two sides of the beam,

which are usually parallel to the axis of rotation.

In Figures 10 and 11 two blocks of elliptical cross section are suspended symmetrically in the

beam. During the rotation, each block remains parallel to itself,because of a counter weight

(black dots in Figure 10 and E and F in Figure 11) attached to it. This way, the beam width

changes continuously during the rotation from a maximum, when the beam is vertical, to a

minimum, when the beam is horizontal. Only the elongated PTV is always in the beam.

\

\

\
\

\

10 20 30 40cm

Fig. 10. Vertical section by the plane of source rotation, showing the arrangement of two
gravity oriented elliptical blocks for five positions of rotation. The beam width is
continuously changing to fit to the width of the PTV as "seen" from the source.
(Reprinted from RADIOLOGY, Vol. 81, No.2, Aug. 1963)
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Ocm

Fig. 11. Beam shaping during rotational therapy. Two cylindrical absorbers, oriented
continuously by gravity, are shown for the four vertical and horizontal beam
positions. (Reprinted from RADIOLOGY, Vol. 81, No.2, Aug. 1963).

2.6. Simultaneous protection and field shaping.

Figure 12 shows a combination of field shaping and organ protection by synchronous rotation.

The two shaded blocks, synchronously rotating about Oi and O2jCoUimate and direct the beam to

follow the rotating about C, tumor B, always. The rotating lead rod D protects the spinal cord A

always (even when the cord is out of the collimated beam).

The physical result is shown in Figure 13. The positions of the centre C of rotation, the centre A

of the protected region (spinal cord) and the centre B of the PTV can be chosen independently

from each other. The location, size and shape of the region to be protected in the patient and the

degree of its protection can be defined, during Treatment Planning, by choosing a protector of

proper location, size, shape and density, as seen later in this paper. The location, size and shape of

the irradiated volume in the patient can be controlled by proper selection of the size, shape and

position of the two beam collimating disks.
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Fig. 12, Schematic diagram of an arrangement showing beam shaping and organ protection.

The neck cross section rotates around C The absorber D, rotating around 0

synchronously with the neck, protects the spinal cord A at all times. The two shaded

blocks, rotating around Oi and 02 synchronously with the neck, collimate and direct

the beam to the tumour B at all times. (Reprinted form RADIOLOGY, Vol. 77, No.4,

October 1961).

5 cm,

Fig. IS. Distribution of dose on a neck cross-section by the arrangement shown in Fig. 12.

Note, the independent positions of the centre A of protected area, the centre B of

treated area and the centre C of rotation.{ Reprinted form RADIOLOGY, Vol. 77,

No.4, October 1961).
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3. Problems of practical application.

All of the above technics (from Fig. 2 to Fig. 13) were physically developed more than thirty years

ago, but they were not widely implemented for the following reasons :

3.1. Radiotherapists, having then a limited education and training in Physics and Geometry

preferred in general stationary to rotational fields.

3.2. The geometric uncertainty (location, size and shape) of the PTV and the Organs at Risk was

then high. The CT, the MRI, and other high resolution diagnostic technics and devices were

not invented yet. For this, the possibilities and the physicogeometric accuracy, offered by these

Conformal Radiotherapy technics, were not of high value and use.

3.3. The study, design and construction of customised gravity oriented absorbers and their

application on the corresponding patient, were not very attractive to physicists, therapists and

technologists.

3.4. The problem of dosimetry and the derivation of the dose distribution required the

development of special software for the computer and/or experimental measurements on a

customised and hospital made phantom simulating each individual patient.

4. Present solutions to problems 3.1. and 3.2.

The present answers to the above 3.1. and 3.2 problems are the following :

4.1. Most radiotherapists are not afraid of Rotational Therapy any more.

4.2. The advent of CT, MRI and other high resolution diagnostic technics made possible the

accurate geometric definition of the PTV, the Organs at Risk and the neighbouring structures.

Devices contoling and duplicating the position of the immobilized patient are also available.

5. Solutions to the problems 3.3. and 3.4. and to the inverse problem.

Solutions to the above 3.3. and 3.4. problems are presented through the Treatment Planning of a

specific case of Ca of the cervix.

This presentation also includes a solution to the inverse problem : " Given the minimum

therapeutic requirements (acceptable dose distribution) find a way to satisfy them".

"DYNARAD" ("Development and Standardisation of New DYNAmic RADiotherapy Technics")

is a "Concerted Action" of the European Union, involving thirty Medical Centres of Europe.
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Fig. 14. Transverse cross-section showing the target volumes and the organs at risk in a Caof

the cervix case.
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To inter-compare the "Teletherapy" technics applied in Europe, these Centres have agreed to use

the case of cervix carcinoma shown in the central transverse cross section of Figure 14.

The following sequential steps are proposed for the Treatment Planning, if gravity oriented

absorbers or synchronous protectors are to be used.

• The central transverse cross section is derived by CT and other diagnostic procedures.

• The PTV and the Organs at Risk (bladder, rectum and femurs) are delineated by the therapist,

and the cross-section is printed or drawn under scale 1:1.

• The required dose range in the PTV and the permissible doses in the Organs at Risk are

specified Suppose that the goal is to deliver a dose :

- higher than 60 Gy and lower than 80 Gy in each and every point of the "butterfly" shaped

PTV;

- not higher than 40 Gy at the centre B of the bladder;

- not higher than 50 Gy at each of the centres R (rectum) and F (femurs);

- not higher than 60 Gy at the proximal to the PTV region of each of the four Organs at Risk
(bladder, rectum and two femurs).

• A circle of about 13cm in diameter, with its centre at C, covers all of the PTV easily. For this,

a beam of about 12 cm in width, rotating about C (isocentre) will be employed.

The cross-section is reduced in size through a photocopier by the ratio of homiothesis (source

to the machine axis of rotation distance divided by the source to the device axis of suspension

distance). This is the factor by which the "shade" of each absorber is magnified as it is projected

by the beam on the corresponding protected organ.

• The so reduced cross-section gives the shape, size and position of the absorbers, to be used for

the protection of the Organs at Risk. That is, the absorbers are already drawn and located in

scale 1:1, in the form of reduced in size cross sections of the Organs at Risk.

• The two femurs are completely outside the PTV. For this, the dose in the proximal to the PTV

regions of the femurs will not be larger than 60 Gy (for an average dose of 70 Gy in the PTV).

Therefore, most likely, no specific protection is necessary for the femurs, in 360° rotational

therapy.

• The other two Organs at Risk need protection by two corresponding absorbers. Let's call the

bladder: "Organ 1" and the rectum "Organ 2".
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• The reduced cross-section solves the geometrical problem. It defines the shape and size of the

protective absorbers and their position on the device. In the following, the material of each

absorber will be defined through its attenuation coefficient ( ui for the bladder protector Pi

and |i2 for the rectum protector P2).

• S] is the area of the cross-section of the bladder protector P^ The average thickness Wi ~ 2 rj

of that protector, penetrated by any ray that meets the bladder center B, can be* found from:

Si ~ n rj2, if we assume that the cross-section of P! is about equivalent to a circle of the same

area Si. In the same way, the radius r2 of an equivalent circle is defined from the area S2 of the

rectum protector P2.

• Do is the yet unknown but too high dose that would be given through the same amount of

radiation (same number of monitor units) on the circular high dose region of center C and

radius R ~ W / 2 if no absorbers were used. Where W=12 cm, is the field width. All three

points B, C, and E of Figure 14 are in the high dose region. They would receive the dose Do, if

no protectors were used.

• The diagramme of Figure 15 expresses in a simple and condensed way the essence of

Rotational Therapy.

a) It gives the fraction of irradiation time (ft= time factor) that any point (A or B) of any patient

cross section is irradiated by a rotating beam of any width (W=2R) and of any photon

energy. On the horizontal axis is the distance of the point from the center C of rotation

(isocenter), measured in multiples of the half width of the beam R. In Figure 15, for the

point A it is: LA=0,84 R. That means LA< R and ft= 1. For the point B, it is LB= 1,40 R and

ft= 0,50. Therefore, the point B remains in the beam 50% of the irradiation time.

b) It also gives the fraction of time that any point of any patient cross-section remains under the

protection of any constant width absorber, which protects a circular area of radius R in the

patient. Now the numbers on the horizontal axis give the distance of the point from the

center of protection measured again in multiples of R (radius of protected circular region).

• In solving the inverse problem we have to derive approximately the numerical values of u,i, \i2

and Do. Then the absolute dose and its distribution will be verified computationally and/or

experimentally, for the so derived values of \i\t u2 and Do.

• For this, we may neglect the dose given to B by a part of the radiation scattered by the

surrounding outside of the bladder tissue. This part of the scatter radiation is due to the
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difference of beam intensity between the beam irradiating the surrounding bladder region and

the weakened by the protector beam which irradiates the bladder.

The point B receives a dose:

• Where fB1 is the fraction of time that B stays in the shade of protector 1. That is fB1 = 1. The

time fraction that B is simultaneously protected by both the rectum and the bladder absorbers is

fB2 and it can be found from the curve of Figure 15. If LB is the distance of B from E in cm.

LB / r2 is the same distance in units r2 and Figure 15 gives fB2.

• In the same way, the dose DE given at point E is:

Where again fE2 =

r
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Fig. 15. Diagramme giving the fraction f, of the treatment time that any point (A or B)

(a) stays in the beam versus its distance from the isocenter Cfor a rotational field of

width W=2R

(b) is protected by an absorber of constant width which protects a circular region of

W=2R versus its distance from the center C of the protected region.
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• As long as the point C is protected, it is either in the shade of Pi or in the shade of both Pi and

P2.

Let fci and fC2 be the fractions of the irradiation time that the point C is protected by the

protectors Pi and P2 respectively. Then (fci - fb ) is the time fraction that C is protected by Pi

only. During the time fraction ( 1- fci - fo ) the point C is not protected at all.

Therefore the dose Dc given at point C (isocenter) is:

D c = D 0 ( f a - f C 2 ) - e " 2 M +DOfc2 •e'2( l«+'W> + D 0 ( l - f a - f C 2 )

• In these three equations we can substitute the known numerical values of the permissible to B

and E doses E)B=40Gy and D^OGy as well as the required for C dose Dc=70Gy. The values

of fB], fB2, fg], f£2 and fci, fb are taken from the diagram of Figure 15 .

• Naming: e~ ^r' = x and e" ^ = y , the system becomes:

D B = Do (f B, - f B2 ). x + D o f B2. x. y

D E ^ D

• The solution of the three equation system gives the three unknowns D o , x and y. As a result we

have the values of Do , Hi and U2.

• Therefore we know what material we must use for the protector Pj and what for the protector

P2 We also know the dose Do that would be given at C under ordinary rotational therapy

(without protectors). Using the proper TMR for this patient's cross section, we find from Do

the number of monitor units for the linear accelerator and through the TAR we find the

irradiation time for the Co-60 unit.

• The above derivation is greatly simplified if instead of two we have only one organ to protect.

• A plaster model of each Organ at Risk can be made in reduced ,by the ratio of homiothesis,

size.

• A warm low melting point "thermoplastic" sheet can be wrapped around the above plaster

model.

• After the so formed plastic shell cools off, it can be cut in two pieces to remove the plaster

model from the shell.
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• The so-obtained plastic container can be filled with a material in form of small spheres (lead

and/or steel and/or aluminium) to achieve the above calculated attenuation coefficient for each

protector.

• Computational methods were and are being developed for deriving the dose distribution in each

case.

• Customized phantoms of unit density "hardboard" leaves ( compressed by products of wood )

are inexpensive and easy to build. A calibrated film exposed between two slabs of such a

custom made phantom can give or verify the dose distribution.

6. Conclusions

Rotational Therapy with gravity oriented absorbers is a rather easy and inexpensive Conformal

Radiotherapy compared to Rotational Therapy employing computer controlled motion of multileaf

collimator.
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